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Abstract—In this paper, we study CPU utilization time patterns
of several Map-Reduce applications. After extracting running
patterns of several applications, the patterns with their statistical
information are saved in a reference database to be later used to
tweak system parameters to efficiently execute unknown
applications in future. To achieve this goal, CPU utilization
patterns of new applications along with its statistical information
are compared with the already known ones in the reference
database to find/predict their most probable execution patterns.
Because of different patterns lengths, the Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) is utilized for such comparison; a statistical
analysis is then applied to DTWs’ outcomes to select the most
suitable candidates. Moreover, under a hypothesis, another
algorithm is proposed to classify applications under similar CPU
utilization patterns. Three standard applications (WordCount,
Exim Mainlog parsing and Terasort) are used to evaluate our
hypothesis in tweaking system parameters in executing similar
applications. Results were very promising and showed
effectiveness of our approach on pseudo-distributed Map-Reduce
platforms

Index Terms—Map-Reduce, Pattern Matching, Configuration
parameters, statistical analysis.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, businesses have started using Map-Reduce as a
popular computation framework for processing large-scaled
data in both public and private clouds; e.g., many Internet
endeavors are already deploying Map-Reduce platforms to
analyze their core businesses by mining their produced data.
Therefore, there is a significant benefit to application
developers in understanding performance trade-offs in MapReduce-style computations in order to better utilize their
computational resources [1].
Map-Reduce users typically run a few number of applications
for a long time. For example, Facebook, which is based on
Hadoop (Apache implementation of Map-Reduce in Java), is
using Map-Reduce to read its daily produced log files and
filter database information depending on the incoming queries.
Such applications are repeated million times per day in
Facebook. Another example is Yahoo where around 80-90%
of their jobs is based on Hadoop[2]. The typical applications

here are searching among large quantities of data, indexing the
documents and returning appropriate information to incoming
queries. Similar to Facebook, these applications are run
million times per day for different purposes.
One of the major problems with direct influence on MapReduce performance is tweaking/tuning the effective
configuration parameters [3] (e.g., number of mappers,
number of reducers, input file size and so on) for efficient
execution of an application. These optimal values not only are
very hard to properly set, but also can significantly change
from one application to another. Furthermore, obtaining these
optimal values usually needs running an application for
several times with different configuration parameters values: a
very time consuming and costly procedure. Therefore, it
becomes more important to find the optimal values for these
parameters before actual running of such application on MapReduce platforms.
Our approach, in this work, is an attempt toward solving this
problem by predicting uncertain CPU utilization pattern of
new applications based on the already known ones in a
database. More specifically, we propose a two-phase approach
to extract patterns and find statistical similarity in uncertain
CPU utilization patterns of Map-Reduce applications. In the
first phase, profiling, few applications are run with different
sets of Map-Reduce configuration parameters for several times
to collect their execution/utilization profiles in a Linux
environment. Upon obtaining such information –the CPU
utilization time series of these applications– their statistical
information at each point are obtained. Then, these uncertain
CPU utilization values are stored in a reference database to be
later used in the second phase, matching. In the matching
phase, a pattern-matching algorithm is deployed to find
similarity between stored CPU utilization profiles and the new
application.
To demonstrate our approach, section 2 highlights the related
works in this area. Section 3 provides some theoretical
background for pattern matching in uncertain time series.
Section 4 explains our approach in which pattern matching is
used to predict behavior of unknown applications. Section 5
details our experimental setup to gauge efficiency of our
approach and introduces a hypothesis to classify applications.

Discussion and analysis is presented in section 6, followed by
conclusion in section 7.
II. RELATED WORKS
Early
works
on
analyzing/improving
Map-Reduce
performance started almost since 2005; such as an approach
by Zaharia et al [4] that addressed problem of improving the
performance of Hadoop for heterogeneous environments.
Their approach was based on the critical assumption in
Hadoop that works on homogeneous cluster nodes where tasks
progress linearly. Hadoop utilizes these assumptions to
efficiently schedule tasks and (re)execute the stragglers. Their
work introduced a new scheduling policy to overcome these
assumptions. Besides their work, there are many other
approaches to enhance or analysis the performance of different
parts of Map-Reduce frameworks, particularly in scheduling
[5], energy efficiency [1, 6-7] and workload optimization[8].
A statistics-driven workload modeling was introduced in [7] to
effectively evaluate design decisions in scaling, configuration
and scheduling. The framework in this work was utilized to
make appropriate suggestions to improve the energy efficiency
of Map-Reduce. A modeling method was proposed in [9] for
finding the total execution time of a Map-Reduce application.
It used Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis to obtain the
correlation between the performance feature vectors extracted
from Map-Reduce job logs, and map time, reduce time, and
total execution time. These features were acknowledged as
critical characteristics for establishing any scheduling
decisions. Recent works in [9-10] reported a basic model for
Map-Reduce computation utilizations. Here, at first, the map
and reduce phases were modeled using dynamic linear
programming independently; then, these phases were
combined to build a global optimal strategy for Map-Reduce
scheduling and resource allocation.
The other part of our approach in this work is inspired by
another discipline (Speaker recognition) in which similarity of
objects is also the center of attention and therefore very
important. In speaker recognition (or signature verification)
applications, it has been already validated that if two voices
(or signatures) are significantly similar – based on a same set
of parameters as well as their combinations –; then, they are
most probably produced by a unique person [11]. Inspired by
this well proved fact, our proposed technique in this paper
hypothesizes the same logic with the idea of pattern feature
extraction and matching, an area which is widely used in
pattern recognition, sequence matching in bio-informatics and
machine vision. Here, we extract the CPU utilization pattern
of unknown/new Map-Reduce applications for a small amount
of data (not the whole data) and compare its results with
already known patterns in a reference database to find
similarity. Such similarity will show how much an application
is similar to another application. As a result, the optimal
values of configuration parameters for unknown/new
applications can be set based on the already calculated optimal
values for known similar application in the database.

III. THEORITICAL BACKGROUND
Pattern matching is a well-known approach – particularly in
pattern recognition – to transform a time series pattern into a
mathematical space. Such transformation is essential to extract
the most suitable running features of an application before
comparing it with reference application in a database to find
its similar pairs. Such approaches have two general phases: (1)
profiling phase, and (2) matching phase. In the profiling phase,
the time series patterns of several applications are extracted.
After applying some mathematical operations on these
patterns, they are stored in a database as references during the
matching phase. In matching phase, the same procedure is
repeated for an unknown/new application first; and then, the
time series of this application are compared with the saved
time series of applications in database by using a pattern
matching algorithm to find the most similar ones.
A. Uncertain time series
A time series  .  is called certain time series when its data
value are fixed/certain:  .    1 , … ,   where 
in the value of time series at time . on the contrary, a time
series  .    1 , … ,   is called uncertain when
there is uncertainty in its data [12]. Therefore, it can be
formulated as:
    

  

Where   is the amount of error/uncertainty in  point.
Due to this uncertainty, the value of each point is considered
as independent random variable with statistical mean   
and standard deviation  . These values are calculated
during analyzing time series in profiling phase.
In Map-Reduce application, the length of CPU utilization time
series and their values of each point change (due to temporal
changes in system such as CPU operation state and device
response delay) for several execution of an application even
with the same set of configuration parameters. Therefore in
our experiments, we consider the CPU utilization time series
as an uncertain time series and try to use its statistical
information in our similarity measurements.
B. Pattern matching
One of the important problems in data mining is to measure
similarity between two data series; similarity measurement
algorithms have been frequently used in pattern matching,
classification and sequence alignment in bio-informatics. The
measurement of similarity between two uncertain time series
means to find a function: ,   where  . and  . are
two time series without the same length. This function is
typically designed as 0   ,    1, where greater
values means higher similarities. In this case,  ,    1
should be obtained for identical series only, and,
 ,    0 should reflect no similarity at all. Toward this
end, similarity between two uncertain time series is
represented by defining a specific distance between them
called the “similarity distance”. General approaches like
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Figure 1. The distance between two uncertain time series and normal
distribution of uncertainty in kth points.

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) cannot be directly utilized to
find the similarity due to uncertainty of these time series.
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In this paper, DTW is utilized to provide same length data
series for  and  . It is also worth nothing that DTW does
not effect statistical mean and variance of each point in these
two uncertain time series. In another word, if DTW maps
+  to  " , then
,-.+    ,-. " %
A
5-6+    5-6 " 

DTW is generally used to calculate the similarity distance
between two certain time series of different lengths. A simple
method to overcome unevenness of the series is to resample
one series to match the other before comparison. This method,
however, usually results in unacceptable outcomes as the time
series usually would not be logically/correctly aligned. DTW
uses a nonlinear search to overcome this problem and map
corresponding samples to each other. This method uses the
following mathematic recursive formulas to obtain similarity
between
two
certain
time
series
 .  
N
 1 , … ,    and .    1 , … ,    where
:

After DTW, two certain time series + and + are similar when
the square Euclidian distance between them is less than a
distance threshold 6:

where&. , . is the Euclidean distance between corresponding
points in both series as:

However, in uncertain time series+ and + , the problem is
not straightforward as before. In this case, the problem of
similarity becomes a probability problem as[12]:

! , " $ 1
! , "  # ! $ 1, " %  &  ,  " 
! $ 1, " $ 1

1

&  ,  "   '()*   $ ()* " '

Here, ()*  is the value of CPU utilization at time
in . Results of these formulation is the! ,  matrix in
which each of its elements – ! , " – reflects the minimum
distance between  1 ,  1 to   ,  " . As a result,
! ,  would reflects the similarity distance between and
 . In this case, + and+ can be made from and ,
respectively, with the same length so that +  is aligned with
+  ; + and + are always made from and , respectively,
by repeating some of their elements based on ! ,  .
Although DTW gives a powerful way to find the similarity
between two certain time series with different lengths, it is not
directly useful for comparison of two uncertain time series.
However as DTW produces another time series + , +  with
the same lengths, in this paper we use this ability to make the
uncertain time series to be the same length.
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Similarity measurement
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where ! is a random variable equal to   $ +  . This
means two uncertain time series are similar when the
probability of their Euclidian distance is more than a predefined threshold 0 M K  1.
Because +  and +  are independent random variables
(figure 1), both ! and !>+ , +  arealso independent
random variables. Therefore, if M <  , <  N and
M 9<  , 9<  N are <statistical mean, standard derivation>

of + 
and +  , respectively, according to [12],
+
+
!> ,  has normal distribution as:
D
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C. Problem definition
Map-Reduce, introduced by Google in 2004 [14], is a
framework for processing large quantities of data on
distributed systems. The computation of this framework has
two major phases: Map and Reduce.
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Then the standard normal distribution
!>+ , +  can be calculated as:

function
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Therefore the problem in Eqn.(3) changes to:
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Definition 1: 6ha`ibj,`abc is a minimum distance bound value
that finds the lower bound for the standard normal probability
in Eqn.(8). In another word[12]:
Where 6ha`ibj,`abc  √2 m erf pF 2K $ 1for standard
normal distribution and erf .  is an error function obtained
from statistics tables[13].When working on !>+ , + 
instead of !>`abc + , + :
6ha`ibj 
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Definition 2:

Two uncertain time series + and + are similar with
probability more than K[12]:
when

Pr!>+ , +   6
6
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K
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Obviously, 6ha`ibj defines the minimum distance between
two uncertain series with probability K. In another word,
Pr\!>+ , +   6ha`ibj ]  K
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Based on these equations, we only assume using uncertain
time series for the rest of this paper; thus, we will use  + ,  + ,
< , < , 9< and 9< instaed of + , + , r , r ,

r and r , respectively.
q

q

q

q

In the Map phase, after copying the input file to the MapReduce file system and split the file into smaller files, data
inside the split files are converted intoM st, 5-uq N format
(e.g. st can be a line number and 5-uq can be a word in an
essay). These M st, 5-uq N pairs are entered to the mappers
and the first part of processing are applied on them. In fact, as
mappers in such framework are designed independent, MapReduce applications are always naturally ready for
parallelization. This parallelization, however, can be bounded
sometimes because of other issues such as the nature of the
data source and/or the numbers of CPUs have access to the
data.
In the Reduce phase, after finishing the Map phase, a network
intensive job starts to collect intermediate produced M
st, 5-uq Npairs by mappers to reducers. Here, depending
on the Map-Reduce configuration, a sort/shuffle stage may
also be applied to expedite the whole process. After that, map
operations with the same intermediate st will be presented to
the same reducers. The result is concurrently produced and
written in output files (typically one output file) in the file
system.
The process of converting an algorithm into independent
mappers and reducers causes Map-Reduce to be inefficient for
algorithms with sequential nature. In fact, Map-Reduce is
designed for computing on significantly large quantities of
data instead of making complicated computation on a small
amount of data [15]. Due to its simple structure, Map-Reduce
is suffering from several serious issues, particularly in
scheduling, energy efficiency and resource allocation.
In distributed computing systems, Map-Reduce has been
known as a large-scale data processing or CPU intensive job
[3, 15-16]. It is also well known that CPU utilization is the
most important part of running an application on Map-Reduce.
Therefore, optimizing the amount of CPU an application needs
becomes important for customers to hire enough CPU
resources from cloud providers as well as for cloud providers
to schedule incoming jobs properly.
In this paper, we will study the similarity between uncertain
CPU utilization time series of an incoming application with
the analyzed applications in a reference database for different
sets of configuration parameter values. If the uncertain CPU
utilization time series of an unknown/new application is found
to be adequately similar to uncertain CPU utilization time
series of another application in database –for fairly the same
and all sets of configuration parameters values–; then, it can
be assumed that the CPU utilization behavior of both
applications would be the same for other sets of configuration
parameters values as well. This fact can be used in two ways:
firstly, if the optimal values of the configuration parameters
are obtained for one application, these optimal values lead us
to optimal configuration values of other similar applications

Map-Reduce applications. Our approach is consisted of two
phases: profiling and matching.
A. Profiling phase
In the profiling phase, CPU utilization time series of several
Map-Reduce applications in database along with their
statistical information is extracted. For each application, we
generate a set of experiments with different values of four
Map-Reduce configuration parameters on a given platform.
These parameters are: number of mappers, number of
reducers, size of split file systems and size of the input file.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2. the detailed algorithms of profiling and matching phases.

too; secondly, this approach allows us to properly categorize
applications in several classes with the same CPU utilization
behavioral patterns.
IV. PATTERN MATCHING IN MAPREDUCEAPPLICATIONS
In this section, we describe our technique to find the similarity
between uncertain CPU utilization time series of different

The algorithm related to this phase has been shown in Figure
2-a.While running each experiment, the CPU utilization time
series of the experiment is gathered to build a trace to be later
used as the training data –this statistic can be gathered easily
in Linux with the SysStat monitoring package [17]. Within the
system, we sample the CPU usage of the experiment in native
system from starting mappers till finishing reducers with time
interval of one second (Figure 3). Because of the temporal
changes, several running of an experiment with the same set of
configuration parameters values results in different values in
each point of the extracted CPU utilization time series
resulting in uncertain CPU utilization time series. Therefore,
each experiment with the same set of configuration parameters
values is repeated ten times to extract the statistical <mean,
variance> of each point of the time series. Then, the time
series with its related set of configuration parameters values as
well as its statistical features are stored in the reference
database. The algorithm indicates that for the first application,
the application is run for the first set of configuration
parameters values on a small set of data and repeated 10 times.
At the same time as its CPU Utilization Time Series (CUTS)
is captured by SysStat package. This application is then re-run
for the second set of configuration parameters values and its
CUTS is also captured. This procedure is continued for all
applications in database to profile different applications with
several sets of configuration parameters values (lines 2-13 in
Figure 2-a).
B. Matching phase
In the matching phase, the profiling procedure for gathering
time series of an unknown/new application is repeated and
then followed by the several steps to find its similarity with
already known applications. As shown in Figure 2-b, the
matching phase consists of two stages: “Statistical information
extraction” and “Candidate selection”. In the former, CPU
utilization time series of a new unknown application  is
captured
by
SysStat
package.
Then
statistical
<mean,variance> at each point M 9 s , 9 s N of the
time series are extracted under several sets of configuration
parameters values. To extract this statistical information, the
new application is re-run ten times with the same set of
configuration parameters values and the CPU utilization time
series is captured in each run. As the length of the new
application time series is different from the time series of

Figure 3. The procedure of capturing CPU Utilization Time Series of a Map-Reduce application

applications in reference database4 , so it is mandatory to
make them with the same length. DTW is used here to twist
both time series. Then two new uncertain time series are built
for each application 4+ -.&  +  which are then analyzed to
extract their statistical information at each point M
< s , < s N and M 9′ s , 9′ s N.

In the later stage, Candidate selection, the mathematical
analysis described in Section B-2 is applied to calculate the
similarity between twisted version of uncertain time series in
database 4+  and the new unknown application  + .
Consequently, based on Eqn.(13) the time series in database
which gives the minimum 6ha`ibj for predefined Euclidian
distance probability K are chosen as the most similar
application to the new application in the candidature pool.
Raising the value of probability threshold K will reduce the
number of applications in candidature pool; and consequently,
increases the similarity selection accuracy.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental setting

Three standard applications are used to evaluate the
effectiveness of our method. Our method has been
implemented and evaluated on a pseudo-distributed MapReduce framework. In such framework, all five Hadoop
daemons (namenode, jobtracker, secondary namenode,
datanode and task tracker) are distributed over
cores/processors of a single laptop PC. Hadoop writes all files
to the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), and all
services and daemons communicate over local TCP sockets
for inter-process communication. In our evaluation, the system
runs Hadoop version 0.20.2 that is Apache implementation of
Map-Reduce developed in Java [2]; at the same time, the

SysStat package is executed in another terminal to
monitor/extract the CPU utilization time series of applications
(in the native system) [17]. For an experiment with a specific
set of Map-Reduce configuration parameters values, statistics
are gathered from “running job” stage to the “job completion”
stage (arrows in Figure 3-left) with sampling time interval of
one second. All CPU usages samples are then combined to
form CPU utilization time series of an experiment.
We have tested our experiments on a Dell Latitude E4300
laptop with two processors: Intel Centrino model 2.26GHz,
64-bit; 2 x 2GB memory; 80GB Disk. For each application in
both profiling and matching phases there are 15 sets of
configuration parameters values where the number of mappers
and reducers are chosen between 1 to 40 and the size of file
system and the size of input file vary between1Mbyte to
50Mbyte and 10MB to 1GB, respectively.
Our benchmark applications are WordCount, TeraSort, and
Exim_mainlog parsing.
•

WordCount[18-19]: This application reads data from a
text file and counts the frequency of each word. Results
are written in another text file; each line of the output file
contains a word and the number of its occurrence,
separated by a TAB. In running a WordCount application
on Map-Reduce, each mapper picks a line as input and
breaks it into wordsM st, 5-uq N. Then it assign a
M st, 5-uq Npair to each word asM vw6&, 1 N. In the
reduce stage, each reducer counts the values of pairs with
the samest and returns occurrence frequency (the
number occurrence) for each word,



TeraSort: This application is a standard map/reduce
sorting algorithm – except for a custom practitioner that
uses a sorted list of $ 1 sampled stx with predefined

ranges for each reducer. In particular, all stx
with-,yu $ 1  st  -,yu
are sent to

reducer. This guarantees that the output of the 
reduce are always less than outputs of the   1
reducer.


Exim mainlog parsing [20]: Exim is a message transfer
agent (MTA) for logging information of sent/received
emails on Unix systems. This information that is saved in
exim_mainlog files usually results in producing extremely
large files in mailservers. To organize such massive
amount of information, a Map-Reduce application is used
to parse the data – in an exim_mainlog file – into
individual transactions; each separated and arranged by a
unique transaction ID.

(a)

(b)

B. Results
Each application is executed on different amounts of input
data for different values of the four sets of configuration
parameters to form a CPU utilization time series related to
these parameters.
1. Application similarity
Table 1 indicates the minimum distance 6ha`ibj  between
CPU utilization patterns of the pairs of the three applications
in our experiments for Euclidian distance probability of
%95 K  0.95. The blue numbers indicates the lowest
minimum distance between two instances of applications
while the red numbers refer to the second lowest minimum
distance between the applications. As can be seen, each
element in the diagonal line includes one of the blue or red
numbers. If the difference between a red and blue number in a
column is low (which it is refer to the Table), our hypothesis is
that the two applications are most similar when they are run
with the same set of configuration parameters values. Based
on this hypothesis, the Candidate selection of the matching
algorithm in figure 2-b will be changed to that in Figure 4.
This hypothesis can lead us to find an optimal set of
configuration parameters values for a new unknown
applications or a way to categorize the applications with the
same CPU utilization pattern in the same class. Assume we
have N applications in our database   {F , … , D | and we
know their optimal configuration parameters, which this
optimally may be on the optimal number of mappers or
reducers or optimal usage of CPU resources. For a new
unknown application, we execute this application and other
applications with the same sets of configuration parameters.
Then the most similar one –defined as the one which has
lowest minimum distance for almost all sets of configuration
parameters– is chosen. Therefore, because these two
applications can be categorized in the same class, the optimal
set of configuration values in the database can also be
applicable for optimal running of the new unknown
application.

(c)

6ha`ibj  between the three

applications for K  0.95: (a) Exim_mainlog parsing and WordCount,
(b) Exim mainlog parsing and TeraSort, and (c) WordCount and
TeraSort for different sets of configuration parameters values.
TABLE 1. The minimum distance

(a)

(b)

(c)

application for K
values.

6ha`ibj  between each
 0.95and different sets of configuration parameters

TABLE 2. The minimum distance

2. Auto-application similarity
A side question is the similarity between different CPU
utilization time series/pattern of an application under the
same/different sets of configuration parameters values. In
another word, if there is no dependency between these
parameters and CPU utilization pattern, then,6ha`ibj must be
close to the case when an instance of application with a set of
configuration parameters is compared with itself. Table 2
refers to this question. The diagonal line is the comparison

between 6ha`ibj of an instance of application with itself while
the rest are the comparison between two instances of an
application. Here, the diagonal values must be the lowest
Euclidian distance among the values in Tables 1 and 2.
Nevertheless, comparing the first column of Table1-a and
Table 2-a, except first row, shows that 6ha`ibj between
WordCount and Exim is sometimes much lower than 6ha`ibj
between two instances of WordCount for set-2,set-3 and set-4.
As a result, the CPU behavior of an application changes from
one set of parameters to another set.
3. K and minimum distance 6ha`ibj relation
One of the parameters influencing minimum distance between
CPU utilization time series of applications6ha`ibj  is the
value of Euclidian distance probabilityK. Euclidian distance
probability has a direct relation on the level of similarity. As
can be seen in figure 5, in all experiments, increasing Kresults
in raising the value of 6ha`ibj . From a mathematical point of
view, this fact is correct as refer to Eqn.(9-10), higher value of
Kshould result in higher value for 6} pF 2K $ 1 and
thereforehigher value for minimum distance 6ha`ibj .
C.

Future word

One issue that has not been addressed in this paper is to utilize
all resources (CPU, Disk and Memory); this requires three
uncertain time series to be extracted for one application on our
pseudo-distributed platform. Therefore, to find the similarity
between two applications, three uncertain time series of the
first application should be compared with their related
uncertain time series from the second application–this will
significantly increase the computation complexity. However,
using the other resources patterns may not increase the
similarity accuracy. Most of the disk utilization in MapReduce comes from copying data to Map-Reduce DFS and
vice-versa that are done before/after starting/finishing the
application execution. Also, disk used between map and
reduce phases to keep the temporary data generated from map
phase only become important when mappers produce a large
amount of intermediate data for delivering to reducers.
Utilizing memory may increase the similarity accuracy as
well, but its influence may not be as much as CPU utilization
pattern. In fact, memory is generally used for keeping the
temporal data during computation that is tightly related to the
CPU pattern of an application. Therefore, it may not give more
information than CPU pattern. Also, as it was mentioned,
Map-Reduce is generally designed to execute CPU intensive
jobs; and therefore, it is expected that its CPU pattern be more
important than other patterns.
Another issue is about running the application on a cluster
instead of pseudo-distributed mode. We expect extra
complexity when applications are run on real clusters. Toward
this end, for an N-node cluster, three uncertain time series will
be extracted from each node of cluster (CPU, Disk and
Memory). Therefore,3
time series is obtained for an

Figure 4. New Candidate selection accompany with applications
matching algorithm based on our hypothesis

application. As a result, the similarity problem will turn into
comparing3 uncertaintime series from one application to its
corresponding uncertain time series from another application;
a computationally expensive attempt.
Our idea to solve this problem in future is to extract
fourier/wavelet coefficients of an uncertain time series and use
them instead of original time series; this will result in a much
shorter uncertain series than the original series. If all uncertain
time series are transformed to Fourier/Wavelet domain by
coefficients; then, the problem of similarity between two
applications for pre-defined value of K  0.95 changes to
obtain
minimum
distance
between
corresponding
3 Fourier/wavelet coefficients uncertain series, with the
same length , of two applications. As two new uncertain
series have the same length, then simple Euclidian distance
calculation instead of DTW can be utilized to find the
similarity. However, using Fourier/Wavelet coefficients need
to solve some challenging problems such as choosing an
appropriate number of coefficients or the suitable wavelet
family. Also, as such transformation captures the most
important data with high frequency, so it is too likely to lose
some important low frequency data when the Fourier/Wavelet
family or their coefficient numbers are not chosen properly.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new statistical approach to find the
similarity among uncertain CPU utilization time series of
applications on Map-Reduce clusters. After applying DTW on
the time series of two applications, the statistical minimum
distance between two uncertain time series/patterns is
calculated by assuming independent normal distribution for
each point at both time series. Our experiments on three
applications (WordCount, Exim Mainlog parsing and
TeraSort) show that applications follow different CPU
utilization pattern when their data is uncertain.
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